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ABSTRACT
CIOs approve moving digital transformation 
projects to the public cloud to capitalize on the 
ease of access to infinite computing resources. 
They typically choose from one or two of the big 
public cloud vendors for a significant portion 
of the company infrastructure: Amazon Web 
Services, Google Cloud Platform, or Microsoft 
Azure.  They believe they are saving money over 
the capital expense of maintaining on-premises 
hardware, software, and staff.  After a few months 
or years, the operational expense of public cloud 
computing can become unmanageable, leaving 
the CFO with a real problem on his or her hands.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the IDG’s 2018 Cloud Computing Survey, nine out of ten companies will 

have some part of their applications or infrastructure in the cloud by 2019, and the 

rest expect to follow by 2021.

After a few months or years, the cost of public cloud computing becomes 

unmanageable, leaving the CFO with a real problem on their hands. By next year, 

Gartner says that organizations that lack cost optimization processes will average 

40% overspend in public cloud. The company’s public cloud slice is large, unmanaged, 

and unruly. It becomes overwhelming to figure out how to bring the cloud footprint 

into some kind of administrative and cost controls. 

Many CFOs are caught between the proverbial rock and a hard place. The operational 

expense of the cloud is starting to far exceed the capital expense of on-premises. 

In many cases, the original cost saving justification for moving to the cloud is no 

longer valid as cloud costs now far outweigh traditional on-premises costs. In fact, a 

“RightScale 2019 State of The Cloud Report” by Data Center Knowledge finds that 43% 

of organizations do not have automated or manual policies to use the lowest-cost 

cloud service. Another 38% have not developed policies to use their cloud providers’ 

lowest-cost regions. About 29% do not have automated or manual policies to shut 

down workloads after hours, 27% do not have policies to eliminate inactive storage, 

and 20% do not have policies to right-size their instances. 

The CFO has tried on multiple occasions to get actionable information from the CIO 

and IT teams, but gets vague and obtuse answers as to why the cloud costs are so 

high.
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Source: RightScale 2019 State of the Cloud Report from Flexera
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The Solution - Access & Application Management

Here, we look at three of the most common areas where cloud costs spin out of control 

and equip the CFO with the right understanding of the problem and solution so as to 

have a productive conversation with IT staff. 

Many companies greenlight usage of the public cloud, but they don’t clearly think through 
identity and access management (IAM). In an identity and access management survey 
by One Identity entitled “Assessment of Identity and Access Management in 2018”, more 
than 1,000 IT security professionals reveal widespread lack of confidence in access 
control and privileged account management programs. One in three (31%) organizations 
rely on alarmingly antiquated processes including manual methods and spreadsheets 
to manage privileged accounts.

Without a good understanding of users and their needs for access to resources, 
companies often grant liberal privileges to employees. This leads to overprovisioning of 
servers. For example, a developer allocates a 64GB compute server when they only need 
16GB or another developer spins up 12 nodes for a dev project when they only need 4.

All public cloud platforms like AWS, Azure and Google Cloud Platform have very robust 
IAM tools where administrators can provide the right level of access for the creation 
and usage of resources for a given role in the company. For example, if a developer is 
building small prototype applications, then they should only be allowed to create small 
compute and storage instances. By implementing robust IAM, the CFO will bring the cost 
of provisioning infrastructure in line with the role and task of the employee using the 
infrastructure.

If companies do not have good IAM, then there is a possibility that developers have 
overprovisioned hardware. If the hardware is overprovisioned, then it is possible that 
the production applications running on those servers may not be fully utilizing the cloud 
resources. Alternatively, the application may be written in an inefficient way where the 

USE IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT

UTILYZE APPLICATION WORKLOAD BONORUM 
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application requires multiple additional compute and storage instances to make up 
for the incapacity of the application to manage the workload it must perform.

By performing a thorough application analysis, implementing modern DevOps 
based CI/CD principles, and understanding all of the services public clouds offer, 
administrators can refactor and optimize applications to leverage all of the features 
of cloud computing. By implementing workload utilization, the enterprise can right 
size their cloud footprint and in almost all cases, reduce the amount of public cloud 
infrastructure required.

Companies often have no application lifecycle 
management in the cloud. Because cloud is 
cheap (in relative terms), fast to provision, and 
infinite, many companies will start multiple 
projects and spin up multiple sets of resources. 
Often for the sake of speed, companies will 
leave multiple versions of infrastructure up for 
development and QA. Many organizations do 
not document what is on the servers and why it 
is important. 

Over time, as applications and organizations 
grow in size and in complexity, it becomes 
more and more risky to deprovision servers of 
questionable importance. It is far easier to keep 
these servers available and make sure “nothing 
breaks”, but at the cost of paying to keep these 
servers around. 

As for data, companies end up dealing with “data sprawl” where multiple copies 
of the same dataset may exist in multiple places. This is especially the case in QA 
and testing where developers will copy the same set of data multiple times, but 
not necessarily classify or tag the data, so it becomes unclear if the data should be 
deleted or not. This forces administrators to have to purchase and run expensive 
data deduping applications in hopes to reclaim storage space. 

AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud Platform all include application lifecycle tools. In 
addition, hybrid cloud tools like Red Hat CloudForms offer robust application lifecycle 
tools that enable administrators to provision, track, and deprovision servers on a 

IMPLEMENT APPLICATION AND DATA 
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
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or excerpting highlights from the document without prior written approval of the other party. If you have questions with regard to any legal or compliance matters 
referenced herein you should consult legal counsel, your security advisor and/or your relevant standard authority.

ABOUT STONE DOOR GROUP
Stone Door Group is a modern cloud and DevOps solutions integrator with a bench of certified AWS, 
Azure, and Google Cloud Platform consultants. Stone Door Group offers its Cloud Cost Optimization 
Accelerator offering. This offering helps CFOs reduce the cost of their cloud consumption through the 
creation of a Cost Reduction Plan (CRP) and Cost Reduction Goal (CRG). Through executive coaching and 
technical implementation, Stone Door Group will systematically reduce the monthly public cloud costs 
for enterprises of any size.

implementations. By implementing application and data lifecycle tools, companies 
can reclaim and deprovision vast amounts of compute and storage resources, in 
some cases drastically reducing monthly cloud consumption costs.

These are only three of the many areas a CFO can focus on to reduce cloud costs. 
AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and Azure all offer cloud cost optimization tools. 
These tools are much more effective when the business has a solid IAM, workload 
optimization, and application lifecycle policy in place. In addition to optimization 
tools, administrators can implement robust alerting and monitoring, both at the 
cloud platform and application level. Robust monitoring and alerting will allow 
administrators to more effectively monitor cloud usage and react quickly, making 
sure certain infrastructure does not hit cost thresholds.

Controlling public cloud costs is not a mystery. In fact, there are many tools out 
there and documented best practices that enable an enterprise to tightly control 
costs. With some research, patience, and planning, a CIO can implement a very cost 
effective cloud strategy, which enables the CFO to quickly leave both the rock and the 
hard place behind when they look at their monthly cloud spend.

CONCLUSIONET MALORUM
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By 2020, over 90% of 
enterprises will use 

multiple cloud services 
and platforms, but only one-third of 

these organizations have established 
mechanisms to operate their 

multicloud environments. As cloud 
adoption grows, cloud provisioning, 

monitoring, and integration will 
become critical as organizations cope 
with multiple providers with different 

APIs, workflows, and tools. In fact, 
enterprise focus has already begun to 
shift from cloud adoption to dealing 
with the problem of too 

many clouds (a.k.a. ‘cloud 
sprawl’).

Source: https://www.idc-community.com/2018/08/08/7-steps-to-controlling-cloud-sprawl/
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Analyze cloud 
provider cost 
optimization 
tools and 
reports

Assess 
infrastructure 
and application 
lifecycle 
requirements

Right size 
applications 
to correct 
infrastructure 
offering

Catalog and 
categorize 
application 
workloads

Review Identity 
and Access 
Management 
(IAM) controls 
for provisioning

WHAT FEATURES ARE INCLUDED?

Review 
consumption 
monitoring 
and reporting 
options

The following section describes the specific phases 
of the public Cloud Cost Optimization AcceleratorSM. 
Each phase builds on the previous phase, increasing 
the capability of the overall solution. 

Phase 1 > Discovery

The goal of the discovery phase is to 
evaluate the existing customer cloud infrastructure 
for the purpose of creating a cost analysis report. 

TASKS
 ▫ Review cloud IAM users and roles
• Determine system vs user accounts
• Identify job roles needing cloud resources
• Determine if IAM permissions match job role 

requirements
 ▫ Review current cloud consumption
• Size and type of compute instances
• Number of networks and types
• Types of storage and size
• Throughput and bandwidth usage
• Additional 3rd party integrations or services

 ▫ Review Application Workloads
• Number of and profile of application (I/O vs 

CPU, for example)
• Application requirements for Dev, QA, and Prod 

environments
• Current constraints or limitations to 

application performance

The purpose of this engagement is to perform a 
cost analysis of a public cloud implementation an 
provide a Cost Reduction Goal (CRG). Stone Door 
Group consultants conduct a thorough analysis 
of the customer’s current public operational 
costs, cloud configuration, application workload, 
and the desired goal for cost savings. From there, 
the consultant creates a Cost Reduction Plan 
(CRP) that identifies areas of efficiencies gained, 
elimination of redundancy, and rightsizing of 
consumption that will drive operational costs 
lower while maintaining the required service 
levels and regulatory requirements. Upon 
completion of the engagement, the consultant 
reviews the CRP and describes how the 
implementation of the CRP will satisfy the CRG.

ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW

 » Identify employees or groups that are over-
provisioning infrastructure.

 » Understand accurate cloud consumption 
requirements for applications today and 
future state.

 » Identify the areas of waste through 
overprovisioning .

 » Understand where to eliminate and reclaim 
redundant resources.

 » Identify automated ways to manage and right 
size consumption.

KEY BENEFITS

DATA  SHEET

Cloud Cost Optimization AcceleratorSM

Control sprawling cloud costs while enabling business growth.
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 ▫ Review Application Lifecycle
• Requesting and provision new resources
• Executing day 2 operations
• Decommissioning resources and 

applications
• Reclaiming and re-provisioning 

resources
 ▫ Review Cloud Cost Control Tools
• Run cloud provider cost analysis tools
• Evaluate consumption and usage 

reports
• Use 3rd party cost analysis tools (where 

applicable) 
 ▫ Review monitoring, alerting, and reporting 

policies
• Monitoring on resource caps and limits
• Proper alert trees for over consumption 

of resources
• Accurate consumption reports for key 

stakeholders

OUTPUTS
 ▫ Cloud Consumption Discovery (CCD) 

Report: a 10 – 15 report that describes the 
current state of cloud consumption

 ▫ Review CCD report with key executive 
stakeholders

Phase 2 > Analysis

The goal of the analysis phase is to synthesize 
the CCD report into a Cost Reduction Plan (CRP).

TASKS
 ▫ Synthesize data to estimate the Cost 

Reduction Goal (CRG).
 ▫ Generate cost reduction 

recommendations for:
• Identity and Access Management
• Application Right Sizing
• Application Lifecyle
• Initial and Ongoing Resource Reclamation and 

Redeployment
• Alerting and Reporting 

OUTPUTS
 ▫ Cost Reduction Plan: a 10 – 15 page report that 

describes the prescriptive actions required on 
the cloud platform to meet the Cost Reduction 
Goal. 

 ▫ Cost Reduction Plan Executive Deck: a 5 – 7 slide 
deck providing the executive highlights of the 
Cost Reduction Plan

Phase 3 > Presentation

The goal of the Presentation Phase is to review the Cost 
Reduction Plan with key executive stakeholders and 
discuss possible implementation of recommendations 
within the CRP to achieve the Cost Reduction Goal.

TASKS
 ▫ Conduct executive stakeholder review of CRP
 ▫ Review implementation options to meet Cost 

Reduction Goal
 ▫ Answer questions and ideate with executive 

stakeholders on Cost Reduction Goals

OUTPUTS
 ▫ Meeting notes detailing executive 

stakeholder next step 

QUESTIONS? 
Give us all call at 1-800-906-0102 or  
email us at letsdothis@stonedoorgroup.com.. 

 ✓ Align cloud consumption with strategic 
organizational goals.

 ✓ Build predictable and reliable cloud 
cost models

 ✓ Obtain full cloud consumption and cost 
organizational accountability

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

DATA  SHEET

Cloud Cost Optimization AcceleratorSM
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